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Spontaneous combustion is not a myth. Fires can occur on 
construction sites from oily or stain soaked rags and roofing mops 
which are not stored or disposed of properly. 

 

Introduction 
According to NFPA, fires caused by spontaneous combustion or chemical reaction accounted for an estimated 

average of 14,070 fires per year between 2005 and 2009.1 These included 3,200 structure fires, 1,150 vehicle 

fires, 5,250 outside non-trash and unclassified fires, and 4,460 outside trash or rubbish fires.1 The most 

common occupancy types for structure fires were residential (50% of fires), storage (12%), mercantile or 

business (9%) and manufacturing or processing (9%).1 Because the fires are coded as “spontaneous 

combustion or chemical reaction” there is no way to determine what the exact circumstances were 

(spontaneous combustion versus some other kind of chemical reaction).1  These fires tend to occur in the 

afternoon or evening hours after they have had an opportunity to smolder and eventually ignite. 

Discussion 
Rags 

Spontaneous combustion of oily rags occurs when a flammable or combustible substance is slowly heated to 

its ignition point through oxidation. A substance will begin to release heat as it oxidizes. If this heat has no 

way to escape, the temperature may increase to a level high enough to ignite the rags. 

Improper storage of rags soaked with oil based paint, stain, and solvents ignite by themselves. Thus, it is 

important to read the Material Safety Data Sheets or safety precautions listed on the containers. 

Common causes on construction sites are paint, stain or solvent soaked rags left in a trash can or cardboard 

box in a garage or building. The hotter the air temperature, the quicker the rags could reach ignition 

temperature. 

Roofing Mops 

There is a chance of a spontaneous combustion of roofing mops occurring when oxygen from the air slowly 

unites with flammable asphalt. As oxidation takes place, heat can potentially accumulate in the mop. The 
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solidified asphalt on the exterior of the mop head could start to retain the heat and smoking of the mop may 

begin. 

Guidance 
Consider these actions to help prevent rag fires 

• Provide metal containers with self-closing lids and store outside of the project in an area free and 

clear of combustible debris, brush, and organic materials. 

• Do not dispose of rags in cardboard boxes or trash cans.       

• Consider utilizing noncombustible solvents or water based materials whenever possible. 

• Store oily rags in a “listed disposal container” per NFPA 241, 5.4.3, OSHA 1926.25(c) and OSHA 

1926.252. 

• Dispose of and remove combustible wastes daily per NFPA 241, 5.4.1. 

• Verify the fire extinguishers are available in accordance with all OSHA requirements. 

Consider these actions to help prevent roofing mop fire: 

• Consider the mop head material – use fiberglass instead of cotton.3 

• Remove excess asphalt from roofing mops at the conclusion of use.3 

• Consider quenching the mop head in a bucket of water.3 

• Store used mops in sealed metal containers.3 

• Keep used mops off the roof and away from combustible materials.3 

• Verify fire extinguishers are available in accordance with all OSHA requirements. 

Conclusion 
Fires can cause significant property damage and potentially loss of life. The appropriate use, storage and 

disposal of rags and mops can help reduce or eliminate the risk of spontaneous combustion fires. 
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The information in this publication was compiled from sources believed to be reliable for informational purposes only. All 
sample policies and procedures herein should serve as a guideline, which you can use to create your own policies and 
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developing programs and policies. We do not guarantee the accuracy of this information or any results and further assume 
no liability in connection with this publication and sample policies and procedures, including any information, methods or 
safety suggestions contained herein. We undertake no obligation to publicly update or revise any of this information, 
whether to reflect new information, future developments, events or circumstances or otherwise. Moreover, Zurich reminds 
you that this cannot be assumed to contain every acceptable safety and compliance procedure or that additional procedures 
might not be appropriate under the circumstances. The subject matter of this publication is not tied to any specific insurance 
product nor will adopting these policies and procedures ensure coverage under any insurance policy. Risk Engineering 
services are provided by The Zurich Services Corporation. 
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